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The art of holy faces (17)
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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Sadhu in Pashupatina Temple in Kathmandu Non-EXCL: Photographer Omar Reda has done it again, this time with a series of portraits from the Sadhus, the Hindu holy men.    Reda believes that religious devotion is expressed in different ways around the world and the way the Sadhus paint their faces is what attracted Reda. The ritual is called Tilak which is the forehead and it is place of third eye.    All the paintings are done with different shapes and colours to symbolise the deity they devoted themselves to.    Reda believes that religion plays an important role over the ages in how people worship their supreme power.
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